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Abstract: First multi-touch tables like the Microsoft Surface are commercially

available. Their use allows to enhance the user experience in a large number of

collaborative domains. In this paper, we examine how early phases in software

development like requirements engineering can be supported by this new

technology. We present a novel approach for supporting collaborative work

between systems designers and stakeholders in a software development

environment. Based on an adapted model of interaction we present COSMOS

(COllaborative Surface for MOdeling Software), a framework for easy creation of

tools that support collaboration between system designers and customers. We used

COSMOS to implement a UML diagram editor and are currently implementing a

business process editor on the Microsoft Surface platform. First experiences with

the framework and the editor show that they can strongly support the collaboration

between system designers and stakeholders.

1 Introduction

Collaborative activities in early software development phases still often rely on

traditional media like whiteboards and paper sheets despite the ubiquitous computer

technology. This tends to result in media discontinuity, redundant information, and

unnecessary tasks like preparation of media and transcription of changes or annotations

back to the digital media. Useful activities like on demand hiding of unused details or

searching in larger documents is obviously not possible. Nevertheless most digital

technology is not well suited for a meeting-like setting. E.g. projectors only support one

conductor to control the application with a single input device, which is probably suited

in a teaching environment, but not beneficial for profitable discussions or reviews. So

amongst many tasks the benefits from face-to-face collaboration cannot be compensated

by the use of digital technology. For this reason almost every work environment features

one or more tables for enabling a face-to-face collaboration amongst co-located people.
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